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Abstract 
A 2-coloring of a graph G is an assignment of2 or fewer colors to the points of G so that no 
two adjacent points have the same color. The number of distinct 2-colorings of an n-point and 
e-edge graph G can be expressed by the chromatic polynomial P(G; 2) = ~7=1(-1 )"-iai(G)2i, 
where ai(G) are non-negative integers. Let 12~(n,e) be the collection of all planar n-point 
and e-edge graphs and I2p(n,e) be the connected graphs of I2'p(n,e). This paper character- 
izes the graphs G in f2p(n,e) and f2'p(n,e) with the least coefficients ai(G) of P(G;2), for 
all i. 
1. In~oduefion 
A 2-coloring is a proper coloring of the points of a graph using 2 or fewer colors. 
It is well known that the number of 2-colorings of G on n points and e edges is 
given by the chromatic polynomial P(G; 2)= ~7= 1(-1)n-iai(G)~.i, where ai(G) are 
non-negative integers with an(G)= 1 and an-l(G)= e. Among a given class of n-point 
and e-edge graphs f¢, we say that a graph GC~ is ai-minimum if ai(G)<.ai(G I) for 
all G'Ef#. Let t-2(n,e) be the collection of all connected n-point and e-edge graphs 
and t2p(n,e) be the set of planar graphs in f2(n,e). An important question that arises 
in this context is the following: Which graphs in t2(n,e) are ai-minimum for all 
1 <~i<~n- 2? Likewise, which graphs in t2p(n,e) are ai-minimum for all 1 <~i<~n- 
2? Recently, ai-minimum graphs in f2(n,e), l<~i<~n- 2, have been characterized 
in [4]. 
In this paper we first consider the class f2p(n, e), the collection of all connected planar 
graphs. Let b(G) be the number of blocks (i.e., nonseparable components) of graph G. 
Define b(n, e) = max{b(H) I H E Qp(n, e)}. We prove that a graph G C f2p(n, e) is ai- 
minimum for all 1 <<.i<~n -2  iff G is a chordal graph and b(G)=b(n,e). Next, we 
consider the class O~(n, e), the collection of all planar graphs. Let c(G) be the number 
of connected components of graph G. Since ai(G)= 0 for all i < c(G), ai-minimum 
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graphs are of interest only for values of i>>,c(n,e)= max{c(G)lGCOp(n,e)}. We show 
that a graph GCf2p(n,e) is ai-minimum for all c(n,e)<~i<~n- 2 iff c(G)=c(n,e)  and 
each component H of G is chordal with b(H)= b(IV(H)[, ]E(H)I ). 
2. Preliminaries 
Unless defined otherwise, graph-theoretic erminology used here follows Harary [3]. 
We denote the point set and the edge set of a graph G by V(G) and E(G) respectively. 
The set of points adjacent o a point u E G is denoted by Adj6(u). The deletion of a 
point u from a graph G yields subgraph G - u consisting of all points of G except 
u and all edges not incident with u. The deletion of an edge x from G yields the 
spanning subgraph G-  x containing all edges of G except x. If x is an edge of G 
with endpoints u and v, then by the contraction of edge x, we mean deleting x and 
identifying the points u and v to a single point. The graph, possibly a pseudograph, 
obtained by contracting x in G is denoted by G Ix. We will occasionally denote two 
disconnected graphs G1 and G2 by G1 fq G2 =K0. 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are well known. 
Proposition 2.1. For any graph G and any edge xcE(G) ,  P(G;2) = 
P(G - x; 2) - P(GIx; 2). 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a graph with subgraphs G1 and G2 such that G = GI U G2 
and G1 M G2 = Km, for some m >~ O. Then P(G; 2) = P(GI ; 2)P(G2; 2)/P(Km; 2). 
A point u of G is simpficial if the subgraph induced by Adj6(u) is a clique. By 
convention, if degc(u ) = 0 then Adj6(u)= K0 and u is simplicial. Propositions 2.3 and 
2.4 are easily derived from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 
Proposition 2.3. For any graph G and any edge x E E ( G ), ai( G ) = ai( G - x ) + ai( GIx ), 
for all 1 <~i<~n. 
Proposition 2.4. For any uE V(G), ai(G)~ deg(u)ai(G - u) + ai- l(G - u), for all 
1 <~ i <~ n. Moreover, the equality holds whenever u is simplicial in G. 
Let (2p(n,e) be the collection of all planar n-point and e-edge graphs and flp(n,e) 
be the connected graphs of 12p(n,e). 
Proposition 2.5. Let G E f2~(n, e) be a 9raph that can be partitioned into two sub- 
graphs G1 and G2 such that G=GI  UG2 and G1NG2=Km, for some m>10. Let 
H E f2~(n, e) be a 9raph that can be partitioned into two subgraphs H1 and G2 such 
that H=H1UG2 and 1-11NG2:Km, where H~O'p(IV(G1)I, IE(GI)I ). I f  aj(H1)<~ 
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aj(G1), for all I <~j<<.IV(G1)I, then ai(H)<~ai(G), for all I <~i<~IV(G)I. Moreover, 
if aj(H) < aj(G) for some j, then ai(H) < ai(G), for all i ~j. 
Proof. Consider Q(G2;2)=P(G2;2)/P(K,,;2)= ~-.~k=0~'~lV(G2)l-mg~--lj~lV(G2)l-m-k bk(G2).~k. 
By Proposition 2.2, ai(G) = ~j+k = i aj(Gl )bk(G2) and ai(H) = ~-~j+k = i aJ (I-I1)bk(G2 )
and the result follows. [] 
A graph G is said to be a chordal graph if every cycle with 4 or more edges in 
G contains a chord. Equivalently, G is chordal if Cp, the cycle on p points, is not a 
point induced subgraph of G for all p~>4. Let b(G) be the number of blocks (i.e., 
nonseparable components) of graph G. Proposition 2.6 is from [5]. 
Propos i t ion 2.6. Suppose GCf2p(n,e) is a chordal graph, n > 1. Then G can be re- 
duced to a single point by repeatedly deleting n - 1 simplicial points, out of which 
(e -2n+b(G)+2)  are of degree 3, (3n-2b(G) -e -3 )  are of degree 2, and b(G) are 
of degree 1. Moreover, P( G; 2) = 2(2 - 1)b(G)(2 -- 2 )3n-2b(G)-e-3( )~-- 3) e-2n+b(G)+2. 
Let c(G) be the number of connected components of graph G. Proposition 2.7 is 
easily derived from Propositions 2.6 and 2.2 by induction on c(G). 
Propos i t ion 2.7. Suppose GEOp(n,e) is a chordal graph, n > 1. Then G can be 
reduced to an edgeless graph on c(G) points by repeatedly deleting n -c (G)  
simplicial points, out of which (e -  2n + b(G) + 2c(G)) are of degree 3, 
(3n - 2b(G) - e - 3c(G)) are of degree 2, and b(G) are of degree 1. Moreover, 
P( G; 2)=2c(6)(2 - 1)b(6)(2 - 2 )3n-2b(a)-e-3c(G)( 2 -- 3) e-2n+b(G)+2c(G). 
Proposition 2.8 is immediate from Proposition 2.7. 
Propos i t ion 2.8. Let G1, G2 be any two chordal graphs in f2p(n, e) such that c(Gl )= 
c(G2) and b(G1) = b(G2). Then P(G1; 2) =P(G2; 2). 
Definition 2.1 (Super chordal graphs). Suppose G E f2p(n, e) is a chordal graph with 
blocks Gl, G2 . . . . .  Gb(a~ such that IV(G1)[ ~> [V(G2)[ >~ ...  >~ [V(Gb(a))[ and Gi =/£2 for 
all 2<~i<~b(G). Let r (G)=(n+e)mod2.  We say that graph G is superchordal if G is 
a tree or it can be reduced to a tree by first deleting r(G) simplicial points of degree 
2, followed by (n -  r (G) -  b (G) -  2) simplicial points of degree 3 and finally deleting 
one simplicial point of degree 2. 
It is easy to show that for each pair of integers n and e such that n - 1 ~< e ~< 3n - 6, 
there exists a graph G E f2p(n,e) such that G is superchordal. We say that a graph 
GEf2p(n,e) is B-maximum if b(G)>~b(G') for all GtEOp(n,e). It is shown in [5] 
that every B-maximum graph GEf2p(n,e) has b(G)=½(3n-e -4 - r (G) ) ,  where 
r(G) = (n + e)mod2. Thus, it follows that every super chordal graph G E ~2p(n,e) is a 
B-maximum graph. Proposition 2.9 can be easily verified. 
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Proposition 2.9. Let G C f2p(n,e ), e >~n, be a super chordal 9raph. Then there exists 
an edge xcE(G)  such that both G-  x and the 9raph obtained from G lx after 
the repeated eletion of multiple edges, are superchordal 9raphs in £2p(n, e -  1) and 
12p(n - 1,e - 3 + r), respectively, where r = (n + e)mod2 . 
Two graphs G and H are B-isomorphic if both G and H are connected, and there 
exists a bijection between the blocks of G and those of H, say Gi ~ Hi such that each 
block Gi of G is isomorphic to block Hi of H. 
3. Connected planar graphs with least coefficients 
In this section we show that a graph GEI2p(n,e) is ai-minimum for all 1 <<.i<<.n- 2 
iff it is chordal and B-maximum. For the case of i = 1, the fact that a graph is al-  
minimum iff it is chordal and B-maximum is proved in [1]. It is shown in [5] that a 
graph G E f2p(n, e) has the least number of 2-colorings for all 2 I> 5 iff G is chordal 
and B-maximum. 
First we need some preliminary results. Proposition 3.1 is due to Dirac [2]. 
Proposition 3.1. Every chordal 9raph G has a simplicial point. Moreover, 
(i) if G is not complete then it has at least two non-adjacent simplicial points and 
(ii) if G is planar then every simplicial point u has degG(u)~<3. 
Proposition 3.2. Let H and G be any two chordal 9raphs in Op(n,e). I f  H is 
B-maximum and G is not B-maximum then ai(H) < ai(G) for all 1 <~i<~n - 2. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, any two chordal and B-maximum graphs in f2p(n, e) have 
the same chromatic polynomial. Hence, it suffices to show that ai(H) < ai(G) for all 
1 ~< i ~< n-  2, whenever H is superchordal and G is not B-maximum. It is easy to verify 
that if e<~n + 1 then every chordal graph in f2p(n,e) is a B-maximum graph. Thus, 
we can assume that e > n + 1. Then H has a simplicial point of degree 3, say v3. 
Moreover, as b(H) > b(G), b(H)~>2 and therefore H has a degree 1 point, say vl. 
The proof is by induction on e. Since e > n ÷ 1, we must have n~>4. I f  n =4 then 
e = 6 and f2p(4, 6 )= {K4}. Hence n i>5. It is easy to verify that f2p(5, 7 )= {H, G1, G2} 
(see Fig. 1), where H is superchordal with b(H)= 2, while G1 and G2 are chordal 
with b(G1)=b(G2)= 1. By Proposition 2.7, P (H ;2)=25 -724+ 1723 - 1722+ 62, 
P(G~; 2) ---P(G2; 2) = 25 - 724 + 1823 - 2022 + 82 and the proposition holds for e ~< 7. 
Assume the proposition for any pair of  chordal graphs H, G E 12p([V(H)[, [E(H)[) such 
that H is B-maximum and G is not and [E(H)[ < e. 
Consider two chordal graphs H, GEl2p(n,e) such that H is superchordal while G 
is not B-maximum. By Proposition 3.1, G has a simplicial point of degree ~< 3. Sup- 
pose G has a simplicial point u with dego(u)= 1 or 3. Let vE{vl,v3} be such that 
deg/4(v ) = degG(u ). Note that H - v is superchordal in t2p(n - 1,e - deg/_t(v)) and 
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Fig. 1. The three chordal graphs in f2p(5,7). 
G -  u is chordal but not B-maximum in 12p(n - 1,e -  degn(v)). Then, by Proposition 
2.4 and the induction hypothesis, we get ai(H) < ai(G) for all 1 <<.i<~n - 2. If G has 
no simplicial points of degree 1 or 3, by Proposition 3.1, G has two non-adjacent 
simplicial points Ul and u2 with dega(ul)= deg6(u2)=2. Let G ~ =G-  ul -u2  and 
H'=H-  v3 -V l .  Clearly, H~,G'EOp(n-  2,e -  4) and H ~ is a superchordal graph. 
By Proposition 2.4, ai (G) :4ai (G I) + 4ai_l(G I) + ai-2(G') and ai(H)=3ai(H')  + 
4ai- l (H ~) +ai-2(H'). If G t is B-maximum, by Proposition 2.8, a i (H ' ) :  ai(G ~) for all 
1 <~i<~n - 2. If G t is not B-maximum, by the induction hypothesis, ai(H') < ai(G ~) 
for all 1 <~i<~n -4 .  In either case, for all 1 <<.i<~n- 2, ai(H~)<<.ai(G t) and therefore 
ai(H) < ai(G). [] 
Theorem 3.1. For all 1 <~i <<.n-2, a 9raph GEf2p(n,e) is ai-minimum iff it is chordal 
and B-maximum. 
Proof. This is by induction on e. If e~<3 then every GEOp(n,e) is chordal and B- 
maximum. Clearly, f2p(4,4)= {G1,G2}, where G1 is the graph obtained from K4 by 
deleting two edges incident with the same point, and G2 is the cycle Ca. Graph GI 
is chordal and B-maximum but G2 is not. Clearly, P(G1; ).)= 24 - 423 + 522 - 22, 
P(G2; 2) = 24 - 423 + 622 - 32 and the theorem holds for all connected planar graphs 
with e ~<4 edges. Assume the theorem for all connected planar graphs G such that 
IE(G)I < e.  
For the necessity, consider any G E f2p(n, e) that is ai-minimum for some 1 -<. i ~<n-2. 
We first show that G has subgraphs Gl and G2 such that G1UG2=G, G1 f-IG2=Km, 
G1 #Km and G2 # Kin. Suppose otherwise. Then for any xEE(G),  the simple 
graph G ~, obtained from G Ix after the repeated eletion of parallel edges, has at 
least e - 3 edges. Pick a superchordal graph H E Qp(n, e). By Proposition 2.9, there 
exists an edge yEE(H)  such that H-y  is superchordal in f2p(n,e-1)  and the 
graph, say H ~, obtained from H ly after repeatedly deleting the parallel edges, is 
superchordal in f2p(n- 1,e -3  +r ) ,  where r = (n+e)mod2.  We consider two 
cases. 
Case 1: Suppose e = 3n - 6. Then G is maximal planar and hence G ~ E f2p(n - 1, 
e-3) .  Since r = O, H r C f2p(n - 1,e - 3). If G is not chordal then G-x  is not chordal 
and, by Proposition 2.3 and the induction hypothesis, it follows that ai(G) > ai(H). 
Thus, G is chordal and by Proposition 3.1, G has a simplicial point u with dega(u ) = 
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m ~< 3. Since n > 4, G has subgraphs GI and G2 such that G1 U G2 = G, G1 A G2 = Kin, 
G1 # Km and G2 # Km, a contradiction. 
Case 2: Suppose e < 3n - 6. Then G has a face f bounded by at least 4 edges. Let 
x be an edge on f .  Then IE(G')I ~>e - 2, for otherwise G has subgraphs G1 and G2 
such that G1 U G2 : G, G1 N G2 =/('3. Thus IE(H')[ ~ [E(G')I. 
Case 2.1: Suppose [E(H/)[ = [E(G~)I . Then H',G ~ E f2p(n -- 1,e --2). As in Case 1, 
G is chordal and we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: Suppose [E(H')[ < ]E(G')I. Pick a superchordal graph. P E f2p(n -  1, 
]E(G')I ). By Proposition 2.9, it follows that one can obtain a superchordal graph U 
from P, by deleting one or two edges such that Pt is B-isomorphic to H ~. By Proposi- 
tions 2.8 and 2.3 and the induction hypothesis, ai(H t) = ai(U) < ai(P)~ ai(G ~). Again, 
by Proposition 2.3 and the induction hypothesis, we conclude that ai(G) > ai(H), a 
contradiction. 
Hence, G has subgraphs G1 and G2 such that G1 U G2 -- G, G~ M G2 = Km, G1 ~ Km 
and G2 5~ Kin. Then, by Proposition 2.5 and the induction hypothesis, it follows that 
both G1 and G2 are chordal. Then G is chordal and by Proposition 3.2, G is B- 
maximum. 
For the sufficiency, suppose G E f2p(n,e) is chordal and B-maximum. Pick a G t E 
f2p(n,e) that is ai-minimum for some 1 <~i<~n- 2. As already proved, it is necessary 
that G ~ is chordal and B-maximum. Then, by Proposition 2.8, ai(G) : ai(G~). Hence, 
G is ai-minimum for all 1 ~< i ~< n - 2. [] 
4. Planar graphs with least coefficients 
Two graphs G and H are CB-isomorphic if there exists a bijection between the 
components of G and those of H, say Gi ~ Hi such that each component Gt of G is 
B-isomorphic to component Hi of H. 
Let f2~(n,e) be the collection of all planar (n,e) graphs. Let c(G) be the num- 
ber of connected components of graph G. A graph G E I2~(n,e) is C-maximum if 
c(G)>~c(G'), for all G' E O~(n,e). Equivalently, a graph G E f2~(n,e) is C-maximum 
if c(G) = c(n,e) = max{c(G) l G e f2~(n,e)}. A graph G E 12~(n,e) is CB-maximum 
if it is C-maximum and all of its components are B-maximum graphs. Consider the 
n chromatic polynomial of a graph G E f2~(n,e), P(G; 2) = ~i=l(- l)n-iai(G))~ i. For a 
given i, 1 <<.i<~n, we say that a graph G E f2~(n,e) is ai-minimum if ai(G)<~ai(Gt), 
for all G ~ E ~2~(n,e). We remark that every graph in G E f2~(n,e) is aj-minimum, 
n - 2 < j < c(n,e), because an(G) = 1, an- l (G)  = e and aj(G) = 0 for all 
j < c(n, e). 
Theorem 4.1. For all c(n,e)<~i<~n -2 ,  a graph G E f2~(n,e) is ai-minimum iff it is 
chordal and CB-maximum. 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need some preliminary results. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let G E f2~(n,e), e > 1. I f  G is C-maximum then c(G) = n-n1 + 1, 
where nl = max{m[3 <~m<~n and 3m-  8<~e<~3m- 6}. 
Proof. Clearly, every graph H with 3IV(H)] - 8 ~< IE(H) I ~< 31V(H)I - 6 is a C-maxi- 
mum graph in O'p(IV(H)I, IE(H)I) since c(H) = 1 for all H E ~'p(IV(H)I, E(H)I). 
Letn l  =max{ml3<~m<~nand3m-8~<e~<3m-6}.  S incee>l ,  n l - l~<e~<3nl -6  
so that there exists a superchordal graph H C f2p(nl,e). Then H is C-maximum in 
f2p(nl,e) with c(H) = 1. Let H ~ be the graph obtained from H by adding n-n1 points, 
{ul,u2 . . . . .  un-n~}, such that degH,(Ui) ---- 0 for all 1 <~i<~n-nl. Clearly H' E f2p(n,e). 
Moreover, by construction, H '  is C-maximum in f2p(n,e) since H is C-maximum in 
f2p(nl,e). Thus c(G) = c(H') = n - nl + 1. [] 
Definition 4.1 (Super-C-maximum 9raph). Suppose G E f2p(n,e) is a chordal and C- 
maximum graph with components G1, G2 . . . . .  Go(G) such that Gi = K1 for all 2 ~< i ~< 
c(G). We say that graph G is super-C-maximum if G1 is a superchordal graph in 
f2p(lV(G1)[,e). 
From the proof of Proposition 4.1 it can be easily seen that for each pair of  integers 
n and e such that e<~3n - 6, there exists a graph G E [2p(n,e) such that G is super- 
C-maximum. Clearly, all components of a super-C-maximum graph G C I2'p(n,e) are 
B-maximum. Proposition 4.2 can be easily verified. 
Proposition 4.2. Given a super-C-maximum 9raph G E 12p(n,e) and a simplicial point 
u of G, G - u is super-C-maximum in I2~(n - 1,e - degc(u)). 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose G,G'Et2p(n,e) are chordal and CB-maximum. Then 
P(G; 2) = P(G'; 2). 
Proof. It is easy to see that all components, except possibly two, of a C-maximum 
graph H E Op(IV(H)I, IE(H)I) are Kl 's.  It is also easy to verify that if G and G' 
are not CB-isomorphic then one of them has two single-block components, the other 
has one component with two blocks while all other components are Kl'S. Therefore, 
b(G) = b(G ~) and the proposition is immediate from Proposition 2.8. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By induction on n. If n~<3 or n = 4 and e ~/ {3,4} then 
every GEI2p(n,e) is chordal and CB-maximum. Note that [2p(4,3)= {H1,H2}, where 
H1 = K3 U K1 and//2 is any tree on 4 points. Graph Hi is chordal and CB-maximum 
but/-/2 is not. Clearly, P(H1; 2) = 24 - 323 + 222 and P(H2; 2) = 24 - 323 + 322 - 2. 
Also [2p(4,4) = {GI,G2}, where Gl is the graph obtained from K4 by deleting two 
edges incident on the same point, and G2 is the cycle Ca. Graph G1 is chordal and 
CB-maximum but G2 is not. Clearly, P(GI ;  2) = 24 - 423 + 522 - 22 and P(G2; 2) = 
24 - 423 + 622 - 32. Thus, the theorem holds for n~<4. Assume the theorem for all 
planar graphs G such that [V(G)I < n. 
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For the necessity, consider any G E f2p(n,e) that is ai-minimum for some 
c(n,e)<<.i<~n -2 .  Let HEOp(n ,e)  be a super-C-maximum graph. We distinguish two 
cases. 
Case 1: Suppose G is connected. Then, by Theorem 3.1, G is chordal and B- 
maximum. Since G is connected and n > 4, we have e > 3. Then, by Proposition 4.1, 
it suffices to show that 3n - 8 ~< e~< 3n - 6. Suppose otherwise. Then H has at least 
one point of degree 0. Pick a superchordal graph P E t2p(n, e). By Proposition 2.8, 
we have ai(G) = ai(P) for all i. Since e < 3n - 8, P must have at least one point of 
degree 1, say ul. Let x be the edge of P incident with Ul. 
Claim. For all u E V(P), u ¢ Ul, degp(u) > 2. 
Suppose otherwise. Let u E V(P), u ~ ul, degp(u)~<2. Since, P is superchordal, 
u is simplicial. Since n > 4, there exists a point u2 E V(P), u2 ~ Ul, such that 
{u2, u} ~ E(P). Let P' be the graph obtained from P -  x, by adding edge {UE, U}. 
Clearly, P' E f2p(n,e) and degp,(u) = dege(u ) + 1. Let P" = P - ul - u = P' - 
Ul - u. By Proposition 2.4, ai(P) = dege(u)ai(P") ÷ degp,(u)ai_l(P") + ai-E(P") and 
ai(P') = degp,(u)ai_l(P") + ai-E(P"). Since ai(P ' )  > 0, we have ai(P') < ai(P), a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, b(P) = 2 and one of the blocks is maximal planar. Thus, e = 3(n - 1) - 
6 + 1 = 3n - 8, a contradiction. 
Case 2: Suppose G is disconnected. Then G1 U G2 = G, G1 M G2 = K0 and, 
by Proposition 2.5 and the induction hypothesis, it follows that both G1 and G2 are 
chordal and CB-maximum. Thus G is chordal. Suppose G is not CB-maximum. Since 
all components of G are B-maximum, G cannot be C-maximum. Therefore, H must 
have at least two simplicial points of degree 0. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 2.1: Both H and G have a simplicial point of the same degree. Let u E V(H) 
and v E V(G) be simplicial points and such that 0 ~<deg,q(u) -- dega(v ). By Proposition 
4.2, H -u  is super-C-maximum in t2~(n - 1, e - degn(u)) and G-v  is not C-maximum 
in f2p(n-  1,e -  deg/4(u)). Then, by Proposition 2.4 and the induction hypothesis, we 
get ai(H) < ai(G), a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: Graphs H and G have no simplicial points of the same degree. Sup- 
pose that one of G1, G2 has more than one component, say G1. Consider the graph 
G' = G~ U G2, where G~ is a super-C-maximum graph in f2p([ V(Gz )1, [E(G1 )1 ). Clearly, 
G' E t2p(n,e) and by Propositions 4.3 and 2.2, ai(G I) = ai(G), for all i. Since c(G'l) = 
c(G1) > 1, G ~ has a simplicial point of degree 0 and by Case 2.1, we reach a contra- 
diction. Thus, c (G1)= c(G2)= 1 and c(G)= 2. If  G has a simplicial point of degree 
3 then e >~ 6. Since H is super-C-maximum and has no simplicial point of degree 3, 
e~<5, a contradiction. Hence, G has no simplicial point of degree 3. By Proposition 
2.8, any two chordal and CB-isomorphic graphs in f2Pp(n,e) have the same chromatic 
polynomial. We distinguish two subcases. 
Case 2.2.1: Suppose G has a simplicial point of degree 2. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration for Case 2.2.1.1 of Theorem 4.1. 
Pt'a:),j =)6.6)s + 13~,4 - 12x 3 + 4x 2 
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Fig. 3. Illustration for Case 2.2.1.2 of Theorem 4.1. 
Case 2.2.1.1: Suppose G has a simplicial point of degree 1. Since both G1 and 
G2 are CB-maximum and H has no simplicial point of  degree 2 or 1, G and H are 
CB-isomorphic to the graphs shown in Fig. 2. In both cases, a i (n )< ai(G), for all 
3 ~< i ~< n - 2, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.1.2: Suppose G has no simplicial point of  degree 1. Since both Gl and 
G2 are CB-maximum and H has no simplicial point of  degree 2, G and H are CB- 
isomorphic to the graphs shown in Fig. 3. In both cases, ai(H) < ai(G), for all 
3 ~< i ~< n - 2, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.2: Suppose G has no simplicial point of  degree 2. Then G has only simpli- 
cial points of  degree 1. Since both G1 and G2 are CB-maximum, H has no simplicial 
point of  degree 1 and n > 4, G and H are CB-isomorphic to the graphs shown in 
Fig. 4. Then ai(H) <ai(G), for i = 3 = c(5,3) = n - 2, a contradiction. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration for Case 2.2.2 of Theorem 4.1. 
For the sufficiency, suppose G E f2p(n,e) is chordal and CB-maximum. Pick a graph 
G' C g2p(n,e) that is ai-minimum, for some c(n,e)<~i<~n- 2. As already proved, 
it is necessary that G ~ is chordal and CB-maximum. Then, by Proposition 4.3, 
ai(G) = ai(G'). Hence, G is ai-minimum for all c(n,e)<~i<~n- 2. [] 
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